
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Huis Ten Bosch is a residential-style resort built after a mediaeval 17th century Dutch town. Palace Huis Ten Bosch, built with special 
permission from the royal family, is a reproduction of the residence of Her Majesty the Queen of The Netherlands. In English, Huis Ten 
Bosch means “House in the forest.” And true to its name this residential-style resort has canals running throughout, is surrounded by 
greenery, forests, amusements, shops, restaurants, five distinct hotels, a marina and residential area. This spacious 152-hectare resort is 
striving to become the top flower resort in the world and flowers in full bloom can be found all throughout the year. Spring, summer, 
autumn, and winter, each season transforms this European resort into something completely new. 

 
The resort surrounded by the sea, it allows you fully enjoy spend time 
at Huis Ten Bosch regardless of day or night time. 

「The Thriller Fantasy」is the 
world's largest entertainment 
district built as the theme of 
horror and laughter. 

Total length 6 km of the canal runs through 
the whole Huis Ten Bosch. First time visit, we 
recommend that you get on the classic 
cruisers will take you around the resort. The 
rural landscape and town take on a new 
appearance when viewed from the canal. The 
onboard announcements will help you come 
to know more about Huis Ten Bosch.  

The 300,000 seasonal flowers blooming, you are welcome to experience the unique 
flower ambiance that will soothe and charm you. Discover the joy that flowers can 
bring at Huis Ten Bosch, the world’s finest flower resort. Come and see for yourself. 
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Traveler 
Recommended 

DAY 1   KLIA   SINGAPORE CHANGI AIRPORT  KUL-SIN    MI339    2145-2235 
Assemble at the Airport for your departure flight to Kyushu Japan. 

 DAY 2   FUKUOKA PREFECTURE  OITA PREFECTURE   
              SIN-FUK    SQ656   0110-0820 
Upon arrival at Fukuoka City---Kyushu's largest city. Tour ★Dazaifu Tenmangu Shrine, built and 
dedicated to the spirits of Sugawara Michizane who is known as the god of learning. Stroll along the 
market street which in front of T enmangu Shrine, selling all sort of Japan small jewelry and specialties 
dessert such as plum cake, plum tea and etc specialties local products. ★Yufuin Hot Spring Town
which located in Oita Prefecture, it has been selected by Japanese OL as the No.1 hot spring town! 
★Lake Kinrin made of hot spring water reflects Mt Yufu on fine days. It combines with steam from 
the lake to create a fantastic scene on cold morning. ★Beppu Hot Spring as one of three great hot 
springs. This evening, be greeted by the friendly staff of the traditional Japanese hot spring hotel, 
enjoy their hospitality, putting the “Yukata” (traditional Japanese bathrobe) be treated to a dinner and 
experience the hot sand bath.   
 

B: Meals on board      L: Japanese cuisine       D: Keiseki or Fusion Buffet 
 

DAY 3   OITA PREFECTURE  KUMAMOTO PREFECTURE      
Tour ★Kokonoe Yume Suspension Bridge which is the largest suspension bridge in Japan. 
Standing on the bridge, you can see the Shindo falls, the splendor and grandeur of which is well worth 
seeing. ★Kusasenri Grassland located in Kumamoto Prefecture northern mountainside of Mt. 
Eboshi where you can see horses’ drinking water and relaxing. ★Komezuka is a small and beautifully 
shaped volcanic cone on the northern slopes of Mt Naka. There are pleasant walking trails in the 
vicinity (but not to the top) of Komezuka. Next, board the world’s first ropeway which built on the active 
volcano ★Mt Aso, as from the ropeway overlooking Mt Aso natural beauty and magnificence of 
mountain clouds. As you near to crater and take a closer look at the fuming c rater with the smell of 
sulfur in the air, you get a true sense of the mysteries of the earth.  (Mt Aso ropeway operation is 
subject to weather conditions). ★Aso Hot Spring it has been voted by whole Japan woman as No.1 
attraction. T onight, dressed in “Yukata” and not forgetting to relax yourself in one of the “Onsen” (hot 
spring bath) within the hotel. 
 

B: Japanese Western style buffet      L: Japanese cuisine       
D: Keiseki or Fusion Buffet 
 

 

DAY 4   KUMAMOTO PREFECTURE  NAGASAKI PREFECTURE                                                                    
Tour ★Kumamoto Castle as one of the three most famous 
castles in Japan. T ravel from Kumamoto Harbour to Shimabara 
Harbour, together with coach board the fast ferry across the 
Ariake Sea. ★Shimabara Castle as the principal landmark of 
the Shimabara city. ★Site of Samurai Quarter which three 
samurai houses have been restored and opened for exhibits. It is 
extremely picturesque and perfect for a great photo shoot. ★
City of Swimming Carp there are fresh springs all over 
Shimabara. The carp swim in theirpools, adding to the charm of 
this city of water.  
 

 

 
 
 

★Unzen Hell Valley as No.1 attraction of Unzen with a 
peculiar smell of sulfur emitted from the springs and with 
white smoke rising from the ground over a wide area. This is 
a striking reminder that Unzen volcano is still very much 
alive. ★Unzen Hot Spring which is ranking 9th in 100 
selection hot spring of Japan. T onight, dressed in Yukata and 
relax yourself in one of the onsen (hot spring bath) within the 
hotel.  
 

B: Japanese Western style buffet              
L: Japanese cuisine  D: Keiseki or Fusion Buffet 

 

 
DAY 5   NAGASAKI PREFECTURE   HUIS TEN BOSCH 
Tour ★Nagasaki Atomic Bomb Museum covers the history of this event in the accessible form of 
a story. It begins with the disastrous scene of the attack and includes the events leading up to the 
dropping of the atomic bomb and etc. ★Huis Ten Bosch Armed with your one day Toku-Toku set 
admission ticket, you will be able to experience a variety of park facilities. T he park with 
entertainment facilities, museums, restaurants, outdoor cafes, riverside eateries, colorful European 
alley, as well as garden and flower patio with seasonal flowers. Huis Ten Bosch brings you the most 
wonderful enjoy from day to night time! 
 

B: Japanese Western style buffet      L: Japanese cuisine      D: Fusion Buffet 

DAY 6   HUIS TEN BOSCH  SAGA PREFECTURE  FUKUOKA  PREFECTURE                                                                
Towards to Saga Prefecture, tour ★Tosu Premium Factory Outlet 
Mall which offers upscale outlet shopping with an impressive 
collection of designer and name brand outlet stores including 
Armani, Gap, Nike, Crocs, T imberland, Japanese brands and many 
more! Return to Fukuoka City, tour ★Canal City Hakata is a large-
scale shopping and entertainment complex. Explore Fukuoka’s open 
air food stands “Yatai”. ★Yatai is the city's best known symbol, 
generally can seat about seven or eight people and provide an 
atmospheric outdoor environment to enjoy various local foods.  
 

 

  

B: Japanese Western style buffet      L: Japanese cuisine      D:  Own expenses 

 
DAY 7  FUKUOKA PREFECTURE    SINGAPORE CHANGI AIRPORT   KLIA  
               FUK-SIN    SQ655    1015-1525        SIN-KUL    MI338    1630-1725 
Bid farewell to this beautiful country as we board the transfer to the airport for your flight home. We 
hope that you have enjoyable and making it an affair to remember! 
 

B: Japanese Western style buffet      L: Meals on board  

Fugetsu Hammond or similar               http://www.fugetsu-hammond.jp/english/ 
Aso Farm Onsen or similar                  http://www.asofarmland.co.jp/index.php 
Unzen T oyokan or similar                    http://www.toyokan.com/index.html 
Okura JR Huis Ten Bosch or similar    www.okura.com/hotels/huistenbosch/index.html 
Canal City Washington or similar         http://washington-hotels.jp/english/fukuoka/ 
 

Remarks 
Sequence of itinerary and flight schedules are subjec t to change without prior notice.             
Tour will be conduc ted in Chinese. If other language is required, it’ll be on request. 
 


